AGRICULTURE
Some data on Soviet corn production and consumption Queries 1(100):12
"Very Engineering" 3(102):26
What is the difference between the former kulak farm and the present individual farm? Queries 3(102):43
Why do individual farm plots yield more per acre than collective farm fields? Queries 7(106):47
70 Billion Rubles for Agriculture 7(106):58
Eureka Tractor 9(108):15
Socialism and the Countryside 9(108):26
Cucumbers in Pipes 10(110):18
Agriculture: Where will the Money Come From? 10(110):60
How are collective farm market prices set? Queries 11(110):54
The Agriculture Industry 12(111):20
More Fleece 12(111):28

ANIMALS
Does the USSR have laws preventing cruelty to animals? Queries 1(100):12
Apex Hanover Stayed in Moscow 1(100):58
Displaced Bees 3(102):44
Headed for Siberia 4(105):10
Our Shaggy Pets 4(105):64
Are there national parks? How are they managed? Queries 5(104):36
50,000 Dulls 6(104):49
Brown Death 6(105):25
Kirghistan Preserve 6(105):50
The Leningrad Zoo 8(107):1
Suburban Monkey 9(108):15
The Case of the Venomous Pretzel 9(108):46
Cow Record 10(109):19
"So What's So Hard About Chess?" 11(110):16
Hibernation Risky 11(110):41
Saved by an Eagle 12(111):28
Cold-Blooded Dancer 12(111):29
Man vs. Bear 12(111):29

CHILDREN
Merry Youngsters Club 1(100):45
Getting to Know Soviet Children 2(101):54
Out of the Mouths of Babes 2(101):42
Merry Youngsters Club 2(101):65
40 Years in the Writing 2(101):61
Merry Youngsters Club 3(102):33
Is it true that military toys are not manufactured in the Soviet Union? Queries 3(102):43
Juvenile Heaven 3(102):45
Merry Youngsters Club 4(103):18
Soviet Schoolchildren on ABC-TV 4(103):46
Merry Youngsters Club 5(104):34
Writing for Children 5(105):62
Marite—Café for Kids 7(105):14
Juvenile Artist Wins Gold Medal 7(106):41
Making Creative Children 9(108):6
Draws from Imagination 9(108):9
Children's World 9(108):14
The Nikitin Approach 9(108):25
Merry Youngsters Club 10(109):20
The Magic in a Pencil 11(110):18
Merry Youngsters Club 11(110):18
Artists Who Can't Write 11(110):20
Television Children 12(111):24
Merry Youngsters Club 12(111):45
Academicians of the 21st Century 12(111):62

DISARMAMENT AND PEACE
Path of Peace 1(100):3
Frontiers and Territorial Disputes 1(100):14
I Thought Up the Holiday 3(102):61
Cuts in Military Spending: Threat or Blunder? 4(103):56
Policy of Mutual Example 4(103):62
The Frontier of the Impermisible, Our Trends 5(104):1
Potsdam—As Momentous as Ever 7(106):58
A Generous Contribution 11(110):60

ECONOMY
Something about the con-
INDUSTRY, CONSTRUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION

What about your steel production? Queries 1(100):12
What about the production of half machines and machine tools? Queries 1(100):12
Some information about the construction of high-voltage power lines, Queries 1(100):12
Chemlrbld. Drilling for Oil 1(100):50
Almost 100 Miles an Hour 1(100):62
High-Tension Tightrope Walking 1(100):63
From Baku to Murmansk by Water 1(100):63
Floating Factory 820 Feet Long 1(100):63
Production Quotas and the Worker 2(101):10
Subways in Baku and Tbilisi 2(101):60
New MOSWICH 2(101):60
Cheaper and Better Railway Service 2(101):60
Merchant Marine 3(102)8
Anchoring the Ocean Plane 3(102):64
No Speed Limit 3(102):44
Ginba 3(102):64
Helicopter Cranes 3(102):45
The Secret of Russian Caviar 3(102):45
Inch-Long Diamond 4(103):10
New Zaporojets 4(103):10
160-Year-Old Perfumery 4(103):11
Fashion and Folk Costumes 4(103):11
A Half-Ton Fish 4(103):11
Construction in Leningrad 5(104):13
Largest Hotel in Europe 5(104):14
Half-Million-Kettle Generator 5(104):40
Diesel-Electric Dump Truck 5(104):41
Flying in Siberia 6(105):28
For the Far North 6(105):50
Information on traffic rules and drivers’ licenses, Queries 6(105):53
PolymerS to Freshen Water 7(106):40
New Siberian Railroad Line 7(106):40
Water Under the Desert 7(106):40
How many gas stations and private automobiles in Moscow? Queries 7(107):47
Robert Driver 8(107):14
In Turkmenia’s Deserts 8(107):14
Moscow’s New Airport 8(107):14
New Low-Pressure Plastic 8(107):14
Institutional Welding in Vacuum 8(107):15
Some Chief City Planners 8(107):42
The Saddled Yenisei 8(107):42
Subways in Tbilisi 9(108):14
Soviet Airlines 9(108):15
Euroska Tractor 9(108):15
Airships Again 9(108):15
62 Miles of Subway 10(109):19
Largest Hydroelectric Power Station 10(109):19
Anchoring the Ocean Plane 10(109):62
Supersonic Liner 11(110):40
Gas Instead of Wool 11(110):40

INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS

Frontiers and Territorial Disputes 1(100):14
The Light That Did Not Cooperate 1(100):16
Unity and Dissolutions 2(101):10
At the Sixth International Biochemical Congress 2(101):48
Discover Russia for Yourself 3(102):52
Your Guide; 1,000 Professions 3(102):53
We Can Do Business, Our Trends 4(103):4
What is the percentage of Communist Party members in the countries of the communist bloc? Queries 5(104):16
Piroz Kapitans Wila Niels 6(105):50
For Foreign Students 6(105):51
French Mme in Moscow 6(105):51
Receive Soviet Diplomas 6(105):51
What is the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA)? Queries 6(105):53
A Million Foreign Tourists 7(106):41
Potassium—As Momentous As Ever 7(106):58
Through the Visitor’s Eyes 8(107):10
World Weather Service 8(107):15
International Socialist Bank 9(108):12
The USSR, the UN and Social and Economic Cooperation 9(108):16
Columbus Medal 9(108):18
Do any shops accept foreign currency? Queries 10(109):56
Foreign Graduates 11(110):40
A Generous Contribution 11(110):60
Friendship University’s First Graduating Class 12(111):1
From Bottom of Our Hearts 12(111):1

LITERATURE

Young Soviet Poets, Bohr Medal 1(100):14
Tyorkin in the Hereafter, except from the poem by Alexander Tvardovsky 1(100):20
Russian Snows 1(100):27
Three Stories by Ilya Varshavsky 1(101):54
Once a Month, short story by Fyodor Kvarse 2(101):56
40 Years in the Writing 2(101):61
Lesson in Telepathy, short story by Vladimir Soloukhin 3(102):40
The Short Story: An Interplay of Genres 3(102):60
Horror Story by Mikhail Androsov 4(103):25
I Must Tell About This, except from the book by Musa Rifaibekov 4(103):38
Poetry and Thought 4(103):54
Three Poems by Yevgeni Vinokurov 4(103):50
Verses for All Growups 4(103):58
The Volokolamsk Road, except from the novel by Alexander Bel 5(104):6
Every Day the Longest, except from Konstantin Simonov’s war diary 5(104):22
That Is How We Live 5(104):40
Antlers Home, short story by Yuri Kazakov 5(104):40
They Shall Always Be Twenty 5(104):56

The Gold Nugget, excerpt from Kolyma Road by Georgi Shleest 6(105):20
Three Pasternak Essays Published 6(105):61
Summer Water Colors, short story by Lilly Promet 7(106):42
Literary Liaimight 7(106):58
The Lenin Prize, Our Trends 8(107):5
I Meet Glazunov, excerpt from Pavel Kopas’s memoirs 8(107):6
Poetry of a Mushroom Summer, excerpt from the feature story “The Black-thorn” by Vladimir Sukhob 8(107):18
Palan the Guelder-Rose, short story by Edward Shinsky 8(107):58
Lithuanian Poetry 8(107):56
Five Pictures, science fiction story by Ivan Yefremov 9(108):50
Dedicated to Remingway, short story by Victor Nikonov 9(108):60
Mikhail Svetlov 9(108):60
Two poems by Mikhail Svetlov 9(108):61
The Young Soviet Poets, Our Trends 10(109):5
Sergei Yasenin 10(109):38
Edward Ragozinsky 11(110):35
Happiness May Be Sitting Right Beside Us, short story by Andrei Plateauw 11(110):50
Unlucky Alfonzo, short story by Victor Korolyov 11(110):50
In Rudag’s Memory 12(111):12
Yevtushenko’s New Poem 12(111):61

MEDICINE, HEALTH AND WELFARE

Northernmost Resort 1(100):63
Public Health in the USSR 2(101):12
Tears of Gold 2(101):41
Sleep Inducer 2(101):61
Tomorrow’s Doctors 3(102):20
Soviet Medical Exhibit in the USA 3(102):21
Are newborn infants examined to see whether they are mentally retarded? Queries 3(102):43
Can a worker be dismissed because he is in poor health and is no longer able to do his job? Queries 3(102):43
Cosmetic Surgery 4(103):11
Space Psychology 4(103):14
Is there a system of birth control in your country? Are abortions permitted? Queries 4(103):36
How successful has your medical profession been in fighting venereal disease? Queries 5(104):36
Sperm Count Inventor 5(104):36
For Vacationing Millions 5(104):62
Medical Statistics 6(105):51
Surgical Freemason 7(106):40
Man and His Heart 8(107):16
Queries on the status of the Soviet doctor and the organization of medical services 8(107):53
Right-Handed Heart 9(108):14
A Heart in My Hand 9(108):17
Why does the United States have only 30,000 dentists while the United States has 90,000? Queries 9(108):42
What is the attitude of your government to fluorid-